The effect of leg fracture level and vehicle front-end geometry on pedestrian knee injury and response.
In this study a MADYMO (mathematical dynamic modelling) model has been used to identify the influence of leg fracture on the injuries sustained by the pedestrian during front end impact with a vehicle. A factorial study of a MADYMO pedestrian and vehicle model are used to investigate the effect of different leg fracture tolerances, geometry, and vehicle compliance on the criteria measured in the European Enhanced Vehicle-safety Committee (EEVC) pedestrian safety tests. These criteria include knee bending, knee shear response, and lower leg bone (tibia) acceleration. The main study examines the spread of typical values of lower limb tolerance based on reported literature and contrasts the response of weaker, low-strength bones, normal tolerance, and limbs which do not fracture. Results show that knee bending angles and therefore ligament strains are significantly increased when fracture does not occur, and are decreased in bones exhibiting a low-strength response. Bone fracture tolerance is shown to be a significant parameter influencing knee bending. The parameters are compared to show that knee shear is significantly influenced by vehicle bumper compliance and that both criteria are heavily influenced by bumper height. Vehicles with more aggressive geometry, higher bumpers, and larger bumper lead were considered for comparative purposes.